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Abstract
Solar heating and cooling, concentrating solar power and photovoltaic are three solar technologies which harness solar energy. Photovoltaic Technology (PV) is
directly converting sunlight into electricity and it is very convenient to use. In addition, these devices are simple in design and easy to handle. The eﬃciency of energy
production this way is great. In order to obtain constant/continuous energy for consumption, the PV system can be a part of the so-called hybrid system. In the hybrid
system, the PV system is combined with other renewable or non-renewable energy sources. However, there are certain problems in the use of solar energy, such as: cost,
maintenance of the entire system and the impact of maintenance on the ecosystem, as well as the development of consumer awareness. Today, the world is forced to
solve these problems in order to be able to save the planet from further deterioration of the ecosystem.

Introduction
In the twenty-first century, energy systems are making
tremendous progress [1]. Industrialization revolution brought
expeditious population increase and with that economic
development, that resulted in increasing energy demand and
dependency of population on fuels for myriad uses which
causes forceful depletion of unrenewable resources offered
within the world. A large part of electricity (77.9%) is generated
primarily from fossil fuels, as well as from nuclear sources.
These energy sources are expensive and large environmental
pollutants (due to the production of toxic gases and the
creation of the “greenhouse” effect) [2]. This leads to very
serious negative global climate changes and consequences for
the environment, such as melting ice and rising water levels
on the planet. The use of fossil fuels and their exploitation
leads to serious problems in the natural balance, which leads
to ecosystem damage [3]. Therefore, greater efforts should be
made to increase the use of renewable energy sources globally
[4]. Today it is a great challenge to provide the necessary
amounts of sustainable and clean energy on a global level. The
future is energy technologies that will use renewable energy

sources (biomass, wind or solar) [1]. Many studies have shown
that global energy needs can be met through the use of solar
energy, since it is abundant in nature and is a freely accessible
energy source at no cost [5].
The aim of this paper was to explain the basic principles of
photovoltaic technology and the possibilities of its application
in the use of solar energy with the aim of obtaining electricity.

Solar energy
Solar energy is solar radiation that can generate heat,
generate electricity, or cause chemical reactions. Total
availability and possibility of using solar energy on Earth far
exceeds the current and forecast energy needs of the world [6].
Several reasons suggest that the use of solar energy could be
very good for the future. First, this is a renewable and easily
accessible source of energy, which the Sun emits at high
speed (3.8×1023kW), of which a large part is available on Earth
(1.8×1014kW) [7]. Second, the energy of the Sun is practically
inexhaustible and therefore provides many possibilities as a
source of energy [8]. Third, the use and monitoring of solar
energy has no harmful effects on the ecosystem. Fourth, the
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solar energy production system can be used efficiently in urban
and rural areas, in industrial and domestic conditions, because
it is easily accessible and usable. These characteristics show
that the proper use of solar technology in the future would be
the best option, in order to avoid unwanted consequences for
the environment as well as the occurrence of energy shortages
[9].
There are three solar technologies that use solar energy:
photovoltaics, solar heating and cooling, and concentration
of solar energy [10]. When used properly, this highly diffused
source can cover all future energy requirements [6]. Since this
is a very broad field of research, this article will mainly focus
on photovoltaic solar technology.

Fundamentals of photovoltaic technology
The goal of Photovoltaic Technology (PV) is to convert
sunlight directly into electricity without an interface for the
conversion. This equipment is simple in design and easy to
handle [11]. Besides that, a small stake can lead to significant
results. Yet, its system remains to be promoted for higher
results.
The PV-solar cell is the basic unit of a PV-system and
consists of an association between two thin layers of different
semiconductor materials, which are the only materials that
absorb the energy of photons from sunlight. One is the positive
(P-type) and the other is the negative (N-type) semiconductor
[12]. Silicon is most commonly used to make PV-solar cells,
because of its suitability and efficiency. Silicon may be
microcrystalline, polycrystalline or monocrystalline. However,
in addition to silicon, other materials for semiconductor design
can be used in PV-systems, such as: cadmium-telluride and
copper-indium-diselenide (Figure 1). Which material will be
used depends on several factors [13]. P-type semiconductors
are made from crystalline silicon doped with a very small
amount of an impurity (e.g. boron), making the material
electron deficient. N-type semiconductors also consist of
crystalline silicon, but doped with small amounts of another
impurity (e.g. phosphor) so these materials have an excess of
free electrons [12] (Figure 2).
The principle of PV-system is that by adding energy,
electrons are activated in a semiconductor. Namely, with the
addition of sunlight energy, the electrons of the PV-system
are activated and pass from a lower energy state to a higher
energy state. This leads to the generation of electricity, in a
semiconducto [14] (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Classifying PV technologies based on material complexity [26].

Figure 2: Diagram of solar cell [27].

A PV-system consists of several parts, such as PV-cells,
electrical and mechanical assemblies as well as means for
changing or / and regulating the electrical power (Figure 4).
PV-systems are classified in terms of “peak kilowatts”
(kWp). “Peak kilowatts” are the amount of electricity that PVsystem delivers in the conditions of a clear day, when the Sun
is directly above the head [15].
The electricity generated by the PV-technology is fed into
the grid systems. In this way the efficiency of grid systems is

Figure 3: Schematic of solar cell. Due to the photoelectric effect, an electron is
released when sunlight reaches a solar cell. There are two semiconductors with
different voltage (potential) in the solar cell. Electrons pass through the outer
circuit, supplying power to the load [6].
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increased. Electricity supply with this system is possible in
two ways: 1) from the grid to the user’s home and 2) from the
user’s house to the grid. These modalities of use make this solar
system very useful and easy to apply. The system works by
first installing solar panels on the user’s house and connecting
them to the electrical network. Solar panels convert solar
energy into Direct Current (DC). This electricity is then sent to a
solar inverter, which translates direct current into Alternating
Current (AC). Electrical appliances in the consumer’s home are
powered by this alternating current (Figure 4). This electricity
is also supplied to the grid and is thus available for everyday
use. Because in this way the total energy produced is usually
much higher than what a household needs, the solar converter
regulates the voltage and the amount of electricity supplied to
the household. The network meter is a significant feature. It is
a tool that records the energy supplied to the network and the
energy consumption. Network meter is a tool that records the
energy consumption and the energy supplied to the network.
In this way, the remaining amount of energy is recorded and
a bill is sent to the consumer at the end of each month [16]
(Figure 5).
About 90% of the electricity produced by the PV-system
is connected to the grid system. This network system can be
installed on the roofs or walls of buildings, as well as under
the ground. The shelf life varies depending on the maintenance
conditions. A well-developed PV-module can function
satisfactorily for up to 25 years with a capacity of 80 % and 10
years with a capacity of 90 % [17].

Eﬃciency of photovoltaic panels
PV-panels may be inefficient in collecting all available solar
energy due to the fluctuating solar flux. In order to increase
the amount of collected available solar energy, the so-called
“concept of solar tracking” is applied [18]. Single-axis and
dual-axis solar tracking systems can be applied in the “solar
tracking concept” (Figure 6). The tracker is a device that
increases the collected solar energy by, in daylight, keeping
the thermal photovoltaic modules in the optimal position perpendicular to the solar radiation [19]. The concentration of
available solar radiation is associated with solar trackers and

Figure 5: Schematic of a grid solar power system [16].

Figure 6: One axis and two axis systems of solar panels [29].

PV modules according to the movement of solar energy to get
substantial solar energy than fixed photovoltaic modules.

Hybrid photovoltaic power generation
Hybrid power systems can be used in cases where
photovoltaic modules have difficulty generating constant
power for consumption [20]. This system combines a one
renewable energy source (e.g. PV- system) with other forms
of renewable energy generation (e.g. wind), even with form
of a conventional generator running on diesel (Figure 7). In
this case, the use of hybrid systems reduces the consumption
of non-renewable fuels [15]. Hybrid systems can be positively
integrated to make the power system consistent without
disrupting the daily activities of the domestic sectors.

Photovoltaic eﬃciency
The power of a PV system to convert sunlight into useful
energy is measured by the efficiency of PV solar panels. For
the correct installation of the PV system, it is very important
to know the efficiency of the PV panel, which is calculated as
follows [12]:
 max (maximum efficiency) =

Pmax (maximum power output)
SW
( E S , (incident radiation flux)* Ac (area of collector))

Barriers of solar industry

Figure 4: Schema of a simple photovoltaic solar power system (typical grid
connected). DC-direct current; AC-alternating current. [28].

Despite the fact that the solar industry has developed
rapidly in recent years, there are still some significant hurdles
to overcome. First, solar PV-technology is expensive and
complicated, and requires advanced technology to manufacture
and install [21]. Namely, the PV system has a high capital cost
compared to other conventional energy sources. Therefore, the
optimization of the PV system must be performed in terms of
the correct choice of the number of PV modules, the capacity of
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energy efficiency of a PV-system depends on the lifespan of
the node battery. Namely, the PV system consists of multiple
nodes of transmitters. Each node battery failure leads to
a shorter lifespan of the PV-network. Fifth, the operating
system and programming language must be user-friendly.
Sixth, the range of data transmission must be appropriate
for a particular PV system. This is especially important for
systems where the distance between the two furthest PV
panels can be in km. A long-range data transmission platform
should not suffer from low transmission speeds. Seventh, the
environmental influences on the PV system (for example, dust,
temperature, radiation, humidity) are very important for the
proper functioning of the system. They should be handled very
Figure 7: Wind/Diesel/PV hybrid solar system [30].

carefully when installing PV panels in an open environment.
For example, the deposition of dust reduces the intensity
of sunlight captured by solar cells on the PV panel. Eighth,

the converter and the battery, as well as the wind turbine and

the accuracy of the transmission module can be affected

the size of the diesel generator. Second, the efficiency of solar

by different electromagnetic and radio signals. Therefore,

panels is strongly influenced by a number of environmental

compatible shield-modules integrated with data transmission

factors, in particular the intensity of the sun, cloud cover and

boards should be developed. Ninth, the efficiency of different

wind speed [22]. Third, there is low awareness of the potential

solar cell technologies is different and significantly depends on

benefits of the solar industry especially among the rural

the substance from which it was made (e.g. mono-crystalline

population around the world because their literacy rate is low.

silicon, poly-crystalline silicon, amorphous silicon, thin-film

Fourth, the development of solar energy projects is affected by

copper indium disulfide, heterojunction incorporating thin

competition from other markets and blocks its development.

film). Therefore, the appropriate solar cell technology should

Fifth, solar cells are mainly composed of materials that are toxic

be selected in order to achieve optimal efficiency [25].

to the environment, which is a problem for users and producers
of solar energy [23]. Sixth, the generation of solar energy is

As the size and application of solar PV systems increase,

not steady. Therefore, the combination of other energy sources

in the future we should work on improving data handling,

into electrical grid systems is very important to keep the

increasing efficiency, security and transmission range, as well

supply constant. Seventh, large PV-systems can cause some

as reducing signal interference. Namely, one should try to

undesirable environmental impacts (e.g. birds may be killed as

avoid all nine problems mentioned above. In fact, in the future,

they fly) [24]. Eighth, for cooling and clean turbine generators

efforts should be made to develop a reliable state-of-the-art

huge amount of water is used. This results in wastage of water

wireless network monitoring system [25].

and the creation of large amounts of wastewater.

Conclusion

Despite those issues, growing reliance on sun and different
varieties of renewable strength must to be our essential aim
withinside the future [20]. Today researchers are running at
excessive velocity to conquer those issues and permit higher
manufacturing efficiencies.

Challenges and future perspectives

The use of fossil fuels causes damage to ecosystems as
well as the balance in nature. Solar energy could be the best
option for the future because: it is the large and inexhaustible
energy source, excessive handling it does not have any harmful
impact on the environment and it is easily applicable (in village
/ urban system as well as in industrial systems). In that sense,
photovoltaic technology, which directly converts sunlight into

Several issues significantly affect the performance of the PV

electricity, is very convenient to use. Especially since these

system. First, data handling can be a problem in implementation

devices are very easy to handle and simple in construction.

PV system. Conventional technology is not able to control the

Briefly, the PV system works on the principle of using

large amount of data generated with the increase of solar power

sunlight, as a result of which the electrons are activated and

plants. Therefore, a powerful system needs to be developed that

move from a lower to a higher electronic state, during which

is able to monitor a large amount of data in real time. Second,

electricity is formed. The PV-system can work well for up to

security is an important aspect of a wireless monitoring

25 years with 80% capacity or 10 years with 90% capacity.

system. Poor security can compromise system functionality.

The increase in efficiency is achieved by the possibility of

Protection, privacy and confidentiality should be ensured, as

adjusting the displacement of the PV panel according to the

well as compliance with security protocols. Third, there may be

motion of the solar. The PV system is suitable for combining

problems with signal interference. This can cause problems in

with other renewable (e.g. wind) or non-renewable (e.g. diesel)
sources in order to obtain consistent energy for consumption.
These are so-called hybrid systems. In addition to significant
advantages, solar energy production has its drawbacks, such
as: cost, maintenance of the entire system and the impact of

monitoring the data of the solar PV system. Signal interference
can lead to slow data transfer, poor module operation, as well
as poor signal strength and disconnection. This all reduces the
quality of service and increases the loss of revenue. Fourth, the
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maintenance on the ecosystem, as well as the development
of consumer awareness. However, we must be aware that
overcoming these problems leads the world to the necessary
protection of the environment. Are we really aware that this is
necessary today?
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